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THE SHIFT 		
TO DIGITAL

01

ADDITIONAL
CHANNELS
HAVE OPENED
UP TO ENGAGE
VOTERS,
RAISE FUNDS,
& MANAGE
EVENTS

The volunteer walks up to knock on the first door. He
glances at his phone to note the name of the resident
and to take another look at the talking points. He smiles
at the person who opens the door, addresses them
by name and introduces himself as a volunteer with
the upcoming senatorial campaign. They talk about
the recent cuts to school funding, about the state of
healthcare, and touch on other issues affecting the
community. The volunteer occasionally glances at his
phone to note talking points and mark responses onscreen. The conversation wraps up in a few minutes and
the volunteer is then guided via the map on his phone to
the next house. In another three hours, his shift will end
and he’d have canvassed 75 houses.

This is just one example from a campaign using a digital canvassing tool to manage door-todoor outreach. Similar examples abound for every stage of voter contact.
The modern political campaign is moving towards digital. Traditional channels of engagement
like door-to-door canvassing and phone banking are being optimized along the way and
additional channels have opened up to engage voters, raise funds, manage events, and recruit
supporters.
And unlike traditional methods where a campaign strategy was implemented with little room
for iteration, new digital tools provide granular data on every activity that can be analyzed and
used to fine tune the next action.
But there is still a gap between the evolution of digital tools, and campaigns willing to invest in
a digital strategy.
While a website and a CRM (Constituent Relationship Management) are considered essentials
by most campaigns, the realm of digital is much bigger. New technologies are changing
the way candidates reach voters, mould opinions, and win votes. For this reason, political
campaigns need to step up and embrace
digital to stay ahead of the curve.
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New Technologies Disrupting the Political Space
The last presidential election was a rude awakening to everyone
who considered social media as a platform simply to express
opinions and share ideas. It isn’t just that, but also a persuasion
juggernaut where targeted ads and unassuming memes served
to mould public opinion. Today, technology brings with it a
number of advantages, and technologically adept campaigners
are reaping its benefits. From building compelling websites
that inform voters and capture signups, to CRMs that manage
extensive voter databases, to multiple other aspects of a political
campaign, technological advancements are disrupting the norm
and paving the way for smarter and more efficient campaigns.
Voter contact isn’t a touch and go effort anymore. Phone
banking, canvassing, texting and email tools have advanced from
their traditional roots to allow finer data collection, segmentation,
and targeting. Modern outreach tools work together through app
integrations to mould voter touchpoints and seamlessly move
people along an engagement funnel until they finally get out the
vote on election day.
Fundraising software, search and display ads, and event
management tools all come into the picture along this
engagement funnel to make sure that a campaign reaches its
goals.
With elections becoming more competitive and margins
becoming razor thin, the right mesh of digital and traditional
campaigning is going to win the day and people’s hearts.

M

aking the shift from traditional campaigning may
seem like a big leap for campaigners entrenched
in traditional methods. But new technologies
with intuitive user experiences are making this process
much more seamless. Familiarizing yourself with these
technologies, understanding their advantages and
limitations, and identifying the fit within your campaign is
the obvious next step.
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TRADITIONAL

MODERN

Pen and Paper Canvassing

Canvassing apps

Paper call sheets and landline phones

Phonebanking software and SMS

Mailshots

Segmented emails

Encouraging word of mouth

Friend to friend app referrals

Fundraising drives and events

Crowdfunding and online donations

Electoral registers

Connected voter files and CRM systems

Marked lists

Advanced demographic analytics and
microtargeting

Press releases/Campaign rallies

Press releases/Campaign rallies
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CAMPAIGN TOOLBOX: COMMUNITY ORGANIZING

What it takes to win your election is fundamentally different now than it was a decade ago.
People everywhere now have the power to influence decision-makers and lead communities.
Software, for the most part, hasn’t kept up with this changing reality. Instead, most software
has oriented around managing one task. With that “management” orientation, it’s hard to
get the job done with even the best CRM, DMS, CMS, AMS, or email tools. These individual
systems lack the overall insights that are required to appeal to the modern campaigner.
Community building or organizing software is built around the philosophy that software
shouldn’t require you to string together a series of siloed systems housing email, social,
donor, and supporter data. It should integrate to give you a full picture. It shouldn’t just chart
your outcomes; it should improve them.
TOOL: NATIONBUILDER
With NationBuilder, campaigners can launch action-focused websites in minutes, effectively
engage their communities, and truly know and grow their supporter base in one centralized
system. NationBuilder offers a suite of features that include:
• powerful field tools
• a fully-integrated website and database
• targeted email communications
• streamlined fundraising and donor management
The platform brings your database to life with dynamic profiles that sync automatically and
give you a complete picture of each supporter you’d like to engage.
BUDGET
On average, for a local campaign, NationBuilder will cost about $100 per month and goes up
to around $1,000 per month for a mid-size campaign.
CASE STUDY

RANDALL WOODFIN FOR MAYOR,
BIRMINGHAM, ALABAMA
Amid a surge of new progressive candidates running for office in the
first half of 2017, Randall Woodfin, a former school board president in
Birmingham, Alabama, campaigned for mayor, energized record numbers
of new voters in his community, and became the city’s youngest mayor in
more than a century. Moreover, he managed a nineteen-point victory over a
seven-year incumbent to do it.
Aside from the rising progressive tide in the Democratic Party, Woodfin’s
campaign benefited from a savvy mix of targeted digital organizing and
more traditional, face-to-face interaction. Using NationBuilder for their
website and email communications, the Woodfin team employed creative
strategies to engage with people who didn’t typically vote in local elections.
Combining a solid digital infrastructure with grassroots community outreach,
they turned out 11,500 voters who’d never voted in a municipal election
before, nearly half of whom were in the age group of eighteen to thirty-five.
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VOTER CONTACT: TEXT MESSAGING

The use of text messaging has moved beyond conventional campaign marketing to include
data collection, opinion polls, fundraising, event promotion, and supporter mobilization.
Texting campaigns can be managed from a browser, reaching thousands of people in the
span of minutes with conversations personalized for every individual. Campaigners also have
access to detailed analytics on performance with the ability to micro-target future outreach
based on collected data.
The high open and response rates for text messages combined with the scalability, data
collection, analysis, and segmentation that digital brought to the medium make it an ideal
tool for personalized outreach at scale.
TOOL: CALLHUB
CallHub provides text messaging software that makes it easy for campaigns to reach out and
engage supporters through personalized texts. It offers:
•
•
•

Peer to peer texting to prompt supporter action through one on one conversations
Broadcast SMS for reminders, rapid response, and alerts
SMS Sign-up: to opt-in subscribers and build a voter database

BUDGET
CallHub has a pay as you go pricing structure. A single outgoing text message in the US
costs 1.6¢ while an incoming text costs 1.2¢. That means, approximate costs for outreach to a
10,000 strong contact list using broadcast texts will equal $162, and for Peer to peer texting,
$270. An SMS Sign-up campaign will cost approximately 3¢ for every new signup.

CASE STUDY
CASE STUDY

DIANNE WATTS,
BRITISH COLUMBIA LIBERAL PARTY
Dianne Watts, a candidate for the British Columbia Liberal Party
leadership needed a way to scale voter outreach with a handful of
volunteers while making sure communication with each individual
voter was personal.
Volunteers for the Watts campaign used Collective Texting, CallHub’s
peer to peer texting tool to initiate conversations with voters, with
each volunteer texting upwards of 1500 voters in the span of an hour.
In the space of two months, the Watts campaign reached out to more
than 25,000 voters, engaged 5000 voters in personal conversations,
and identified 1200 new supporters, all with a response rate of
more than 20% on texts. The campaign nurtured a loyal voter base,
convinced them to actively register family and community members,
got people to events, identified voter issues, and finally got out the
vote; all through text messages.
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VOTER CONTACT: PHONEBANKING

Be it for voter identification, fundraising, volunteer recruitment, or GOTV (Get out the Vote)
efforts, phone calls have stood the test of time as a personal and scalable platform for
engaging the voter base. But a medium that once consisted of printed call sheets, manual
dialing, and hours of data entry has moved into the digital age with the use of dynamic call
sheets that automatically connect volunteers to voters, automated dialing capable of making
up to 110 calls in the span of an hour, and instant data sharing with databases.
TOOL: CALLHUB
CallHub provides phonebanking software that includes manual dialers(Collective Calling)
and automated dialers (Power Dialer and Predictive Dialer), on-screen surveys for data
collection, and detailed reporting.
• Collective Calling lets campaigns phonebank to cellphones while avoiding regulatory
hassles
• Power Dialer helps for the voter identification and persuasion stages where cost of not
reaching a voter is high.
• Predictive Dialer is apt for GOTV calling which prioritizes high call volumes in a short
time span.
BUDGET
The browser-based calling mode will cost you around 3¢ for one minute of conversation i.e.
a single volunteer making an hour of phone calls will cost around $1.5 with a Power Dialer
(45 dials/hr, 25 contacted) and around $2 with a predictive dialer (110 dials/hr, 45 contacted).
Collective Calling comes with 5000 free calls after which each call is charged at 1.6¢.

CASE STUDY

ORGANIZING FOR CHANGE,
BRITISH COLUMBIA, CANADA
OFC is a non-partisan strategic initiative of environmental groups
representing hundreds of thousands of British Columbians. They
needed a way to increase voter turnout among their members and
23 partner groups that include Dogwood Initiative, Greenpeace and
STAND for the British Columbia state elections.
Volunteers from 24 groups came together to make calls to British
Columbia voters using the CallHub Power and Predictive Dialers.
By bringing in data spread across multiple systems like MailChimp,
Excel, and Salesforce into CallHub, OFA was able to assign unique
scripts to volunteers based on the organizational member they were
calling and personalize each conversation with a voter.
OFC volunteers made more than 60,000 calls to BC voters, engaged
in real conversations about environmental issues, raised awareness,
and finally increased voter turnout by 7%.
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VOTER CONTACT: CANVASSING

Canvassing has transformed from a largely local, pen and paper based activity about 10
years ago, to a sophisticated digital targeting operation nowadays. Mobile canvassing apps
connected to campaign databases have created huge time savings in gathering information
and in data entry. Field campaigns are now far better organized with analytics that lets
campaign managers see exactly what is going on with canvassers and voters. All of this
has led to greater efficiency and effectiveness which has seen campaign budgets being
reassigned from areas like advertising and lawn signs to field operations.

TOOL: ECANVASSER
Ecanvasser operates as a total campaign software but the canvassing element includes
features that:
•
•
•
•

Manage voter database and segmentation including turf cutting
Manages campaign team members and the tasks that have been assigned including
turfs directly to their mobile devices
Captures information from the field and syncs it with the database
Shows campaign activity and detailed analytics for better campaign decision making

BUDGET
If we simplify the pricing for better clarity, the Starter pack for a database of upto 1000 voters
will cost $49 per month. The higher plans are priced at $99 per month for 5 - 25k people,
$299 per month for 25 - 100K, and $999 for 100 - 250K. Enterprise Pricing is available for
larger campaigns or multi-constituency campaigns.

CASE STUDY

SARAH HAMILTON FOR WARD 5,
EDMONTON, CANADA
The race for a position on the Edmonton City Council in Ward 5
was one of the more hotly contested elections that took place in
October. Sarah Hamilton and her team grew from 8 to 40 over the
course of four months using Ecanvasser. The platform’s relative ease
of use for Hamilton’s team meant training was unnecessary in most
cases despite a mix of older and some non tech-savvy canvassers.
Ecanvasser changed the way the Hamilton team viewed data and
their voters.
They put in the groundwork and knocked on well over 13,000 doors
from a database of nearly 40,000 constituents. Hamilton received
6,156 votes while her nearest rival David Xiao received 3,626 in a
total field of nine candidates.
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VOTER CONTACT: EMAIL
Email still remains the core system of communication for political campaigns to ask for donations,

sign up volunteers, get out the vote, and send informational mails. The affordability of the
medium combined with the flexibility it offers in terms of segmentation, tracking and call
to actions, make it a staple of all political campaigns from local to presidential. Since most
email services and ISPs limit the number of emails you can send out in one go to prevent
spamming, bulk email services come into the picture to help campaigns reach all their
subscribers in one go. These tools can integrate with your voter CRM to seamlessly sync your
voter data and also help you run targeted email outreach. Campaigns can run A/B tests to
determine which subject lines improve open rates, which asks convert better, and filter all this
data down to actionable metrics that help you connect with voters more effectively.
TOOL: MAILCHIMP
MailChimp is a web-based email marketing service that lets you create and send out email
campaigns and automate email outreach, with analytics to show you how well you’re
connecting with your audience. It lets you:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Capture emails on your website using signup forms
Run A/B tests to measure the effectiveness of subject lines and call to actions
Use link tracking to measure engagement
Create customizable email templates that match your brand
Conduct polls and surveys
Use segmentation to send supporters content that they care about

BUDGET
MailChimp has a free plan that lets campaigns send up to 2000 emails per month. The higher
plans are pay as you go or $10/month and upwards, depending on your list size.

CASE STUDY

DO SOMETHING,
NEW YORK CITY, NY
DoSomething.org is a nonprofit membership organization for people
under 25 with the goal of motivating them to make positive change
both online and offline. They send out multiple email campaigns on
MailChimp that include a weekly one that goes out to their main list
of more than a million subscribers, a handful of national causes, and a
smaller scholarship newsletter. DoSomething wanted to improve their
email open rates to increase the number of subscribers who engaged
with the emails. The team came up with 20 different email subject
lines which they tested using the A/B testing feature on MailChimp.
By testing subject lines with a lot of disparity, DoSomething boosted
their open rates by 2-3%.
“We have over 1 million young people on our email list, and email
is one of our largest touch points for our members,” DoSomething
Digital Engagement Manager, Marah Lidey, says. “More people see
our emails than our homepage on any given day. We’ve had this list
growing for some time now, but this year you will see us really put a
stake in the ground with email.”
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VOTER CONTACT: RELATIONAL ORGANIZING

Relational organizing leverages established relationships to get a person to register,
vote, volunteer, or get out the vote. The strategy was deployed in a rudimentary form in
traditional campaigning where supporters were enlisted and asked to reach out to their
network. Campaign staffers manually mapped contact lists to voter files to identify prospects
that could be targeted within the precinct. Digital tools have streamlined the process by
automatically matching contact lists against voter files, bringing in finer segmenting and
targeting, and improving the quality of data that campaigns work with.

TOOL: VOTERCIRCLE
VoterCircle is a friend-to-friend outreach platform that enables supporters of a campaign
to utilize their personal address books to identify and connect with eligible voters. Features
include:
•
•
•
•
•

Automated voter mapping to identify target voters
Super Influencer Finder to identify the most connected voters in an electorate
Online surveys
Segmentation,
Features that encourage volunteer recruitment and participation

BUDGET
A free plan is available for small local campaigns while the Pro plan is priced at $150 for a
monthly subscription. For mid-size campaigns that want to target and segment voters, the
Flagship plan is available at $250. Statewide campaigns with multiple candidates can get in
touch for a custom Enterprise plan.

CASE STUDY

DOUG JONES FOR SENATE
ALABAMA, U.S.
“VoterCircle’s role in the Doug Jones campaign was invaluable for
increasing voter turnout in our targeted demographics . . . I would
recommend them to any campaign hoping to make a difference . . .
[to] powerfully get your message across to supporters- the earlier in
the campaign you begin using it, the stronger it gets.”
David Yankovich, Digital Campaign Manager, Doug Jones for Senate
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CROWDFUNDING AND FUNDRAISING

While making phone calls, hosting fundraisers, and sending email blasts are still critical
elements of online fundraising, more and more campaigns are looking to leverage socialmedia friendly crowdfunding platforms to drive their fundraising. Crowdfunding relies on
a groundswell of donations from supporters across the country to power parts of or the
entire election campaign. These citizen movements which hardly existed a decade ago, are
sweeping through the political landscape, helping position numerous underdogs as strong
contenders to big money backed campaigns.

TOOL: CROWDPAC
Crowdpac is a crowdfunding platform helping political outsiders raise money and run for
office. Its features include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Beautiful fundraising pages built to go viral on social media
Compliant donations
Public endorsements
Action pages to create events or sell campaign merchandise
Email updates to supporters
Robust campaign insights, tips, and tricks
Responsive customer service from political experts

BUDGET
Crowdpac is a free platform with zero startup or monthly costs. They offer two types of
fundraising campaigns: conditional and direct donation. Conditional campaigns collect
pledges before hitting a goal, or before a candidate enters a race. They are free to set up
with an 8% + 30 cent fee charged if pledges are converted. Direct donation campaigns on
Crowdpac receive 100% of the donor’s contribution.

CASE STUDY

JOSEPH KOPSER FOR CONGRESS,
21ST CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT, TX
“Crowdpac helped me early on by allowing me to answer these
questions. It was exactly what we needed, a way to test the idea, put
our toe in the water. As a first-time candidate, making the decision
to run for office would be a serious commitment given the costs
of elections. The key was the ability to solicit pledged donations
before deciding to run, something only Crowdpac can do. We raised
$50,000 in the first 3 days. That’s how I knew I could run and have a
good shot at winning.”
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EVENT MANAGEMENT

Not so long ago campaigners were using excel documents to plan and manage events,
with interested people having to queue up in long lines to get tickets and only attendees
being able to take part in the event. Now, with digitisation, campaigners have the option of
showing events as they unfold with live broadcasting on social media. Tickets are purchased
online with just a click, and event management software combine event page creation,
ticketing, registering and tracking attendees, while also reaching target audiences by event
promotion on select websites, building a seamless end to end experience.
TOOL: EVENTBRITE
Eventbrite is a platform which lets you create, manage, and promote events. The features it offers are
multifold:
•
•
•
•
•

Event ticketing and registration pages
Analytics to monitor sales in real time and see how many people checked into your event.
Select a target audience and promote the event on the web pages they visit the most to boost
ticket sales
Access to 50+ million people who use it, helping you gain traction amongst audience unfamiliar
with your campaign or event
Social sharing tools for attendees to share the event with their friends or colleagues.

BUDGET
Eventbrite is free to use if you are not charging for tickets. It offers three types of packages
with varying functionality and cost. The fee per paid ticket for the Essentials package is
2%+$0.79, for the Professionals package it is 3.5%+$1.59, and the Premium package has
custom pricing. All three packages charge an additional payment processing fee of 2.5%.

CASE STUDY

WENDY WALK FOR SARCOMA RESEARCH
AND EDUCATION
When Wendy L. was diagnosed with Liposarcoma six years ago, she and
her family didn’t take the news sitting down. Instead, they decided to get
walking to fundraise for research about the rare form of cancer. Since the
first fundraising walk hosted by a small support group in Pacific Palisades,
California, the Wendy Walk fundraising series has expanded to four major
cities and raised over $2.5 million for cancer research.
Despite their incredible growth, the Wendy Walk team was held back by
an entirely manual on-site registration and donation system. It wasn’t just
cumbersome, it was costly — human error meant the team spent their donor
contact time dealing with mistakes. The fundraising walk used Eventbrite to
simplify their lives and raise more money.
Wendy Walk raised $36K in additional funds by:
• Enabling on-site donations and registrations
• Empowering remote organizers with an intuitive platform
• Scaling donor outreach to grow the walk year-over-year
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DATA AND ANALYTICS

Without tools to guide spending on digital, it’s hard to make sure you are speaking to
right people, saying the right thing, and doing it through the right channels. Traditional
campaigning resorted to filling the airwaves with TV ads without any nuance for the diversity
of the electorate. Data science came into the picture to provide campaigns with a scientific
understanding of the voter and to guide the allocation of campaign time and resources.
Data science measures the likelihood for a certain behavior of a voter based on multiple
characteristics like income, age, and geography and connects that to your field, digital, and
media outreach to help campaigns reach the right voters with the right message.
TOOL: CIVIS ANALYTICS
The Civis Platform offers users a secure, flexible and scalable interface that integrates
voter data from multiple sources, appends it using Civis’s proprietary database of 230M+
Americans, and lets campaigns use that data to learn what matters most to voters at a zipcode level.
• The Civis Political Subscription gives campaigns immediate access to high-quality
forecasts and models for every race, from national down to a single congressional district.
From those forecasts, Civis also provides recommendations for allocating resources to
balance television and digital, increase turnout and persuade voters across states.
•

Civis also offers Creative Focus which is a testing tool for videos, images and messaging
that helps campaigns identify the most persuasive messaging for a target audience.
Campaigns will know how a message performed, measure any potential backlash, and
understand which subgroups were most receptive to each creative.

BUDGET
Price varies among products listed above, with the least expensive product starting at $8,000.
For further enquiries reach out to DGins@civisanalytics.com.

CASE STUDY

DOUG JONES FOR SENATE,
ALABAMA, U.S.

The special election in Alabama in December 2017 was a hotly contested
race. Democrat Doug Jones was up against Republican, Roy Moore in a
Republican-leaning state. Priorities USA was already running ads supporting
Jones, but needed guidance on new messaging to persuade voters to
support Doug Jones without causing backlash.
Using Creative Focus, Priorities USA tested messaging about Roy Moore’s
conduct, his opposition to Obamacare, Donald Trump, and Doug Jones’
record and top issues positions. The tool provided rapid results on message
effectiveness across different subgroups like demographics, political beliefs,
and media consumption habits that guided Priorities USA on their media
buying decisions.
With little room for error and ultimately winning by a thin margin of 1.5% or
20,000 votes, Doug Jones pulled off an incredible upset by using effective
messaging and risking minimal backlash.
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SOCIAL LISTENING

The onset of social media in recent years has encouraged politicians to actively integrate
digital strategies into their campaigns. And as social media became an intricate component
for building awareness, canvassing, GOTV, and fundraising, the need to stay ahead of voter
sentiments on social media platforms also grew with it. Media monitoring lets campaigns
listen to every conversation anywhere online. It amplifies a campaign’s effectiveness by
highlighting mentions on the web around a candidate, campaign or topic, keeping you
alerted about negative publicity, and helping you find influencers to spread your campaign
message.
TOOL: MENTION
Mention lets campaigns monitor conversations around themselves and other candidates,
form messages, and directly engage the audience. Political organizations can leverage
Mention for:
• Social listening and media monitoring: Create alerts to monitor everything that’s said
about a campaign, candidate, or a keyword. Track across the web, key social media
platforms, blogs, and forums.
• Crisis management: Know when negative publicity about your campaign strikes and
prevent it from spreading.
• Finding influencers: Track down the influential individuals online who can help your
campaign message go viral.
BUDGET
The Solo plan at $29/month is available to small local campaigns which include two basic
alerts and 3000 mentions. For mid-size campaigns that need to monitor multiple keywords,
the Starter plan is available at $99/month. Statewide and national campaigns that need
to monitor multiple candidates and topics can get in touch with the team for a custom
Enterprise plan.
CASE STUDY

EARLHAM INSTITUTE,
NORWICH, UK
Earlham Institute, a nonprofit research facility that uses genomics and
bioinformatics to advance plant, animal, and microbial research, needed
a way to promote their research and findings. Mention helps Earlham
Institute to know what is being said about them, as well as to amplify their
organization’s work and message.
“By being able to chop up information with Mention’s tags, it allows us to
report quickly on the impact we’re having as an institute. We’ve never had
that ability before.”
Mention’s influencer identification capabilities allowed Earlham Institute to
identify and approach journalists and industry VIPs to help promote their
research and contribute to their content. Mention also helps TGAC work
more efficiently with a small communications team.
“We used to spend hours and hours putting together these reports of RSS
feeds and other things online. Now we can do that in 15 seconds.”
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SOCIAL MEDIA: FACEBOOK

While a campaign website is regarded as a basic necessity to process donations and recruit
volunteers, Facebook took on the role of the central hub for campaign updates, images,
events, and storytelling. Candidates can inform supporters on where they stand on issues,
highlight endorsements, share stories from the campaign trail, manage events, use the store
to sell campaign merchandise, and interact directly with the electorate. It also brought data
collection, targeting, branding, and advertising under its wing to help candidates target and
connect with the right audiences.
HOW IT HELPS
Aside from the basic functionality of Facebook as a social media platform, the Facebook Ad
Manager helps promote a campaign to the target audience through:
•
•

Filters based on demography, occupation, interests, behavior etc.
By building Custom Audiences or Lookalike Audiences based on traits from people
who’ve engaged with your page, visited your website, or through emails in your voter
database.
Depending on your priority, you can run ads that promote your brand, widen your reach, get
traffic to the campaign website, promote a specific story or video, or generate more leads.
BUDGET
It’s up to you to decide how much you want to spend on a certain ad. The average
CPC comes to around $0.51 and the average CPM (cost per 1000 impressions) around
$9.06 dollars. These numbers can vary depending on audience size, location, and other
parameters.

CASE STUDY

SCOTTISH NATIONAL PARTY,
UK GENERAL ELECTION
Following the referendum on independence from the UK in September
2014, the SNP needed a way to connect meaningfully with its grassroots
supporters and build the profile and reputation of its new leader, Nicola
Sturgeon prior to the 2015 UK General Election.
Starting in January 2015, the SNP—together with partner consultants,
Industrial New Media—used Facebook to deliver its policy platform and
create an open conversation between leadership and supporters.
Facebook’s Q&A tool was used to create a direct dialogue with voters,
supporters were encouraged to take and tag selfies with candidates and to
post personalized “#SNPbecause” messages, and video ads were used to
speak directly to target demographics. The party also used demographic
targeting, Custom Audiences generated from the party’s supporter
database, and Lookalike Audiences to target its messaging and get people
excited about the campaign at a grassroots level.
The SNP’s campaign reached 1.24 million people in Scotland – 41% of all
the people who use Facebook in the country. Over 400,000 people were
reached on Election Day, who interacted nearly 130,000 times with SNP
Page content, thanks in large part to the Q&A sessions.
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SOCIAL MEDIA: TWITTER

While Twitter cannot outperform Facebook in terms of user count, it is a solid platform for
campaigns to drive debate, gauge voter sentiment, and participate in bigger conversations
than those revolving around one specific campaign or candidate. Experiments on elections
in the UK found that politicians with Twitter accounts typically had vote shares around 7- 9%
higher than those who did not. The fast-paced nature of the medium also makes it appealing
for a younger voter base to engage in political discourse.
HOW IT HELPS
The short lifespan of Tweets and the 280 character limit encourage brevity and give
candidates an easy way to keep supporters abreast of the latest goings-on on the campaign
trail. This includes
Using it to raise awareness by live tweeting during speeches and events,
Drawing attention to content on other media
Using Twitter in tandem with apps like Hootsuite or Buffer for consistent engagement.
Twitter also lets you target audiences using parameters like interests, demographics,
operating system, and brands they follow.
BUDGET
There is no fixed budget for Twitter and you are charged based on an auction model for
every billable action depending on your objectives. Cost is calculated according to several
factors such as the number of targeted users and their demographics with the average CPC
(cost per click) coming around to $0.53 and the average CPM around $5.76.

CASE STUDY

LABOUR PARTY,
UK GENERAL ELECTION
The Labour Party held the lead in the UK general election of 2017 —
when it came to Twitter conversation. They needed a way to translate
this online support into votes on election day.
To make sure that its call to action to get out the vote stood out
among all the polling day conversations on Twitter, The Labour Party
launched a First View campaign. This meant that its video would be
the first Promoted Tweet all UK users saw on election day, and its
hashtag #VoteLabour would remain at the top of the day’s UK trends.
@UKLabour shared a simple message with its video, featuring the
#VoteLabour hashtag and linking to a polling station finder on its
website. At 10pm, when the polls closed, @UKLabour made the most
of its First View day by changing its Tweet to a thank-you message
and video for the party’s supporters and volunteers.
The First View campaign reached a vast and engaged audience, with
over 6.6 million Tweet impressions, 32.5 million trend impressions,
and nearly 3 million video views.
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The Future of Digital Campaigning
If there is one common theme around the tools we have covered
here, it is that they move campaigns at a much greater pace than
was previously possible. Campaigns move at light speed when it
comes to raising money, capturing issues, delivering messaging
and interpreting voter mindset and behavior. And this trend is
likely to continue in the medium term as the political campaign
tech industry expands beyond the US.
The trend also points to an increased requirement of skill sets
around digital. From social media, to data analytics, even across
computer engineering, the skillsets make campaigns more like
startups that are expected to scale up really quickly.
With more data feeding into smarter campaigns, the focus is
also shifting to data security and the avoidance of data breaches
or misuse of voter data. We see Europe leading the way in
this direction with the arrival of the General Data Protection
Legislation (GDPR). GDPR demands that voter data must be
held with explicit consent from those voters. Fines for misuse
of data or data breaches will be severe, both economically and
reputationally.
Sometimes, change is measured by incremental advances in an
industry, but sometimes it is characterized by a more significant
upheaval of established systems. It is easy to forget what things
are possible now which were unachievable less than a decade
ago. Things like scaling up local campaigns to a national level,
aggregated analytics that give a snapshot in time of the thoughts
and habits of sections of the population, and the extreme microtargeting that has become the norm in political campaigns could
not have been dreamt of a couple of years ago.
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Modern campaigns are highly reactive to the pulse of the
electorate. Measurable data trumps instinct when they frame
political messages. And for campaigns that weave digital
into their framework, the ability to listen attentively and react
accordingly is amplified. We see the shift to digital mould
ultimate communicators, not just on the podium but within digital
communities that have equal or more importance today.
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